
BEP’s revolutionary web and mobile banking 
solutions for mortgages, secured and unsecured 
lending are re-inventing the way lenders and 
brokers do mortgage and loan processes.

Towards the 1-hour mortgage

Solutions for Mortgages, Secured & Unsecured Lending



BEP’s cloud-first, mobile-enabled 

solution for mortgage and 

secured lending providers offers 

an out-of-the box configuration 

for comprehensive application 

processes – for all types of 

commercial and residential 

secured lending.

The backbone of our applications and customised solutions is 

the apprivo2 architecture, entirely built in the MicroSoft Azure 

Cloud. apprivo2 is one of the first of its kind in the industry 

and offers financial services companies of all sizes significant 

competitive advantage, as well as the ability to rapidly scale up 

transaction volumes and roll out new changes without impacting 

current operations.

owered by

Fully cloud based

Our applications use best-of-breed 
components and are fully modularised 
for rapid and flexible implementation. 

BEP’s cloud-first, mobile-enabled solution for mortgage and 

secured lending providers offers an out-of-the box configuration for 

comprehensive application processes – for all types of commercial 

and residential secured lending.

BEP’s cloud-first, mobile-enabled solution for mortgage lending 

providers offers an out-of-the box configuration for comprehensive 

application processes – for all types of commercial and residential 

secured lending.
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Take advantage of new and 
existing digital technology, all 
implemented in a modern way.

Flexible pay-as-you-go licence

- per DIP
- per application or 
- per completed loan

Highly integrated and fully automated

- CRA: Equifax & Experian
- Fraud: Hunter
- PAF and Bank Wizard: PCA Predict
- Valuations: Quest
- E-signatures: Docu-Sign
- AML: Lexis Nexis
- Standard API: Call any web service 
  and display results

Modern UX/UI 

- dashboards and panels

Hub-based 

- for efficient workload management
- for efficient case allocation

Deploy, integrate, enjoy Capabilities

Operate efficiently

- Dynamic applications forms and documents
- Speak withs (scripts) to support sales process
- Broker registration and authorization
- Case tracking screen and outstanding actions
- Document upload/download
- Affordability
- SLAs for broker/internal/consumer
- MI
- Sales pipeline
- Funding volumes
- Customer completed links
- E-signatures, EID

Designed to help run your 
lending operations with 
greater productivity. 

owered by
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1  |  Property Panel

A Photo can taken as part of the loan evaluation.

The user can cycle through all photos.

Short cut links are available to both rightmove 

and street view for the property.

Overall Condition of property - from the Valuation.

Details provided of any outstanding charges and 

the actual valuation via Quest interface.

3  |  Rationale for Lending and Dialogue 

As the case progresses through the underwriting 

process-lending rationale is built up in 6 main areas.

Any review item can be added to areas of concern as 

well as any positive indicators. By the end of the 

process, the system will have collated all the information 

required ready for lending approval with full audit trails.

The dialogue box enables the underwriter to capture 

information as the case progresses.

£495,000
Loan

Security SK9 Wilmslow

Right Move Street View

£375,000 74.00%
LTV

Customer Valuation

5  |  Applicants Panel

The applicants panel interfaces to both Lexis Nexis 

(PEP’s & Sanctions) as well as Jumio for ID Verification. 

Click the link to see the captured ID documents.

Conformation of residency, nationality and prior 

address records - all integrated into one ID module.

2  |  Loan Purpose

The system supports

all product types

including First Charge

Residential, Second

Charge, Bridging, BTL 

and Commercial.

4  |  Credit Conduct Panel

The platform integrates with all the 

major credit reference agencies 

including Experian and Equifax.

A visual summary of any impaired 

credit performance and Public 

Record information is surfaced 

about CCJ’s, bankruptcies and IVA’s.

Deploy, integrate, enjoy

Rationale

Applicants

Loan Requirements
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Do you want to?

A satisfactory explanation is required from the applicants for 
all CCJs, Arrears, Defaults IVAs and bankruptcies. 
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Any further comments

Add to Concerns Refer Overide



Affordability (Monthly)

Income

Commitments

£4,075

£2,925

£850

£300

Mortgage 

Surplus

£1,150Expendable £300

Commitments

Mortgage Surplus

6  |  Affordability

The system will support multiple income 

types including what is guaranteed 

vs discretionary income. Different 

calculations and rules can be applied 

depending on income type. The platform 

will show all the key ratios for income 

and expenditure for the applicant.

7 |  Source of Income and Policy Shields

The system will highlight any sustainability issues around affordability - 

especially useful for scenarios for lending into retirement for one or 

more applicants.

The Policy shields appear throughout the system – they are here to 

highlight and warn the underwriter of potential issues with the case. 

These items will need to be acknowledged and overridden or in some 

cases will prevent the case from progressing further. This promotes 

consistency of best practice across the lending unit.

8  |  Documents and e- Signing 

The system is completely no paper capable including capability such as e-signing 

of all documents. Any document can be configured to require e-signing.

Additionally – there is a comprehensive document production engine supporting 

field merging and embedded financial calculations.

Notifications are provided to both the broker and the underwriter - about applications 

being received or reviewed including e-signing of documents. Documents can be 

uploaded to the system electronically and via mobile devices.

9  |  Product Selection

The system has a comprehensive 

products engine supporting 

any loan type – secured, 

unsecured, interest type and 

any repayment plan

10  |  Broker Application Page

The system has a comprehensive portal for 

both brokers and consumers. Any form can be 

customised using drag and drop custom fields. 

Post code look ups and bank account look

ups are fully supported.

11  |  Mobile Views

The platform is completely 

mobile enabled. Every single 

screen within the system 

automatically scales for the 

device which it is being 

rendered to.

Postcode and bank account 

look ups are fully supported.

Income (Monthly)

Pen/Sav £200 Benefits £175

Plumber

1 Employed 23 Yrs 

68 at Term End

£1,800PG

Pen/Sav £0 Benefits £0

Project Manager

1 Self-Employed 9 Yrs 

55 at Term End

£1,900 SG

175

rm End

0 

PAYE

SA302

A modular 
digital platform 
that is highly 
configurable



To find out more about how BEP’s products and services can benefit your business, contact 

chris.little@bepsystems.co.uk or call +44 (0)1295 722851   

Modular

apprivo2 is a fully customisable platform solution 
for banks, building societies and other lenders 
operating on a multi sales-channel model.

A cloud first, modular platform, apprivo2 ensures different modules 
can be added as needed, making it fully flexible, customisable and 
expandable. It can be fully branded to visually integrate it with the 
lender’s existing system. 

apprivo2 can act as a cross-platform ‘glue’, melding together 
customers, broker network, call-centres, branches and web with 
seamless, synchronised access via smartphone, tablet or any 
internet connected device.

The concept of KYC
Works across all our Modules

Customer due diligence built in

PEPs and sanctions: automatic 
lookup against international 
sanctions lists, PEPs check and 
adverse media reports

EID: integration with CRA for 
EID score, integration with Jumio 
NetVerify for ID scan and capture, 
custom EID (video capture and 
ID scan)

CRA: credit scoring, manual review 
of data, capturing of secured/
unsecured lending, indebtedness 
score

rogressive



Dynamic Forms
Module

Filled in faster, filled in only once

Customisable layout and fields 
(including drag & drop).

Use of standard web technology stacks 
(Bootstrap, Angular, jQuery, etc.)

Fully brandable to match lender’s visual 
identity.

Create any field of any data type with 
full validation: 
- add custom labels and help texts
- create custom entities
- define drop down list values
- integrate web services into forms 
  (e.g. postcode lookup, calculators, 
  custom validators).

Form data retrievable as XML or JSON 
for integration with other systems.

Integrated with documents engine 
to produce printed material from 
custom forms.

Documents
Module

Paperwork without the paper

Custom forms and letters (barcodes, 
merge-fields, tables, images and logos).

eSigning: 
- one or more signees
- support for tablet, mobile and 
  touchscreen signing
- signing stage tracking: 
  sent, delivered, reviewed and
  signed by each signee.

Certificate of authenticity: geotagging, 
timestamping and device-tagging.

Document “store and retrieve”: 
upload and download documents via 
the web or mobile (“download 
documents” uses document production 
engine for producing all standard or 
regulated documents).

Financial Products
Module

All the building blocks for great products

Suitable for loans, savings and credit 
(both revolving and fixed term 
agreements).

Supports multiple repayment methods: 
capital interest, interest only, part and 
part and bridge.

Supports multiple interest types: fixed, 
SVR, discounted, margin and reversionary

Supports multiple phases, e.g. 2 year 
fixed, then variable

Supports multiple fee types:
- based on loan amount or product 
  valuation, fixed amount and tiered
- added to loan or paid upfront
- recurring fees (i.e. monthly)
- redemption fees

Fully configurable to create new products, 
amend or retire existing products

Maintain a searchable product catalogue:
- can be searched, i.e. find the best fit
- produce illustrations and quotes
- integrated with document engine to 
  produce offers and illustrations
- full cashflow forecast

Check Flow
Module

Smart workflows, diligently checked

Fully integrated and visible via 
dashboards and hubs: 
- workflows
- checklists
- policy sheilds and warnings

User configurable and maintainable

Security
Module

Secure user management

Manage and set users

Set roles and permissions

Lending mandates

Password manager for handling 
password resets



About us

Launched in April 2010, we work directly with banks, building 

societies, lenders and payment companies as well as other 

financial services providers.

BEP is a niche software house specialising in web-based and 
mobile application development and integration for financial 
services companies – all based on our core apprivo2 framework.

BEP is already supplying mobile solutions to key financial 

institutions throughout the UK, including Paragon, Pepper, 

Investec, Landbay and The Change Account.

Customers

Fnd out how we can 

benefit your business

Get in touch

Call Chris Little 

+44 (0)1295 722851   

Email chris.little

@bepsystems.co.uk   

www.bepsystems.co.uk


